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We Are Adapting
VIRTUAL Speaker April 15th
Frances Troy
Technical Marketing Manager - Specialties
Imerys Performance Minerals Americas Filtration & Life Sciences
Bio:
Frances M. Troy has worked for Imerys for 3 years and is the
current Technical & Business Development Manager for the Life
Sciences group in charge of Home & Personal care, Food, Pharmaceuticals, Aquaculture and Water treatment segments She
previously spent 17 years in the silicone industry in various technical roles and was Oil, Gas & Mining R&D Manager at Kemira
prior to joining Imerys. She has a M.S. in Chemistry from Central
Michigan University & MBA from the University of Michigan.
Abstract: Minerals have become an essential raw material in
the cosmetics and personal care markets. With their natural
profile they address the need for environmentally friendliness that
is sought after. Even with this positive attribute there is a dark
perception to minerals in the market with the growing concern
over asbestos, crystalline silica and heavy metals. Like most of
the chemicals currently under attack, people base the safety of
minerals on a few facts that are not relevant to today’s manufacturing practices and standards. We will discuss what the reality
of current minerals safety is, address misconceptions and identify
the general applications of minerals such as talc, kaolin, perlite,
mica and diatomaceous earth. These minerals have a place in a
formulator’s toolbox and offer a natural and safe option to many
applications.
CHECK out your EMAIL inbox, FB and midwestscc.org for
DETAILS to listen in
MWSCC Dinner and Education
Meeting - May TBD, 2020

TeamWorks **** NEW DATE
October 29, 2020
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Well, this year certainly
is shaping up differently
than we had planned. The
Coronavirus Disease 2019
(Covid19) is having a
huge impact on both our
society and the whole world!
First, some good news. Our last meeting
at Top Golf was a success with over
120 members enjoying hitting golf balls,
camaraderie and a unique talk on working
with natural ingredients. The take-home
message was that if you are working with
natural ingredients (or any ingredient for
that matter) you need to protect yourself
by always having a secondary supplier.
Of course, in these days even second
suppliers are not enough for ingredients
like Carbomer and Ethanol, but generally
you're in better shape if you are not single
sourced.
Now, on to the less good news.
Unfortunately, the March meeting may
be our last one for some time since the
global pandemic has become significantly
worse. After much consideration the
board and Teamworks team decided to
postpone both the April Social Night and
Teamworks trade show events. These are
not cancelled! In fact, we've already got
new dates scheduled. Both events will
now be held on October 29, 2020. We'll
still have all the scheduled talks and the
show hours will not change. However,
instead of two nights Teamworks and
Social Night will happen on the same day.
Look for more information as the date
approaches.
I should point out you can still register
to attend the event online (it's free) and
purchase Social Night tickets. Go to
our website https://midwestscc.org for
registration information.
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Uncertainty about the impact of the virus
has also lead us to make the difficult
decision to cancel our May in-person
meeting. Considering what experts are
saying about the pandemic, it just doesn't
seem like a good idea. Even the New York
Suppliers day event which was planned
for the week before our meeting has been
postponed. This is truly new territory that
we are all treading and doing our best to
adapt.
We are looking at different ideas to remain
in contact and to continue to forge ahead
with Society's mission of advancing
the knowledge and communication of
cosmetic science and to helping with
career growth for our members.
To that end we will likely be holding a
webinar or two during the next couple of
months. We are currently working on the
technical details and seeking appropriate
presentations. If this is something you
might be interested in participating
in, please reach out via email chair@
midwestscc.org
We will be in touch via email and the
website. The next event that remains
on the schedule is a full-day educational
seminar at the end of August. Hopefully,
the world will be back to semi-normal by
then and it will proceed as planned.
Thank you to the entire Teamworks team
& the chapter board members who have
helped us adapt to this incredibly difficult
and unprecedented time.
I want to assure you that we will be back!
Please stay safe. Be sure to wash your
hands frequently and avoid unnecessary
contact until the risk of the virus has
passed.
We will get through this.
I look forward to seeing you soon.

TEAM\1/0RKS

TEAMWORKS 2020:

THE NEXT GENERATION
The Midwest Society of Cosmetic Chemists
invites you to our 2020 Main Event!

October 29, 2020
Donald E. Stephens Convention Center - Rosemont

©

MIDWEST CHAPTER

To contact us please email: teamworks@midwestscc.org
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TEAMWORKS Rescheduled:
October 29th in Rosemont
MWSCC has made the difficult decision to postpone TEAMWORKS Exposition, the NEXT GEN TECH
SYMPOSIUM (April 8) and Social Night based on the COVID-19 national health crisis.
The day will kick-off with the NEXT GEN SYMPOSIUSM and conclude with the popular Social Night event
which will take place in true Oktoberfest style at the Hofbräuhaus.
“This was a difficult decision – but we are confident that the Fall is the right timeframe to reschedule this
full-day event and forego our traditional tech symposium in October,” said Perry Romanowski, Chair of
the Midwest SCC/Teamworks for 2020.
Please know, the MWSCC Board and TEAMWORKS team is committed to working even harder to deliver a
high-quality, safe and relevant event in October that the Midwest cosmetic/personal care and household
products industries deserve. For any questions or concerns, please contact:
teamworks@midwestscc.org.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you to our exhibitors & sponsors…
we look forward to seeing you in October!

Visit www.midwestscc.org/main-event for COMPLETE DETAILS.
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Oct 29th - DONALD E.
STEPHENS CENTER
****NEW DATE****

Connection

KEYNOTE Speaker
Catherine Johns
Next Gen Leadership:
Balance Command and

Abstract
Leadership used to mean do-what-I-sayand-do-it now. Those days are over. Today’s
leaders balance that take-charge quality
with the ability to inspire, motivate and find
common ground.

UPDATE
YOUR
CALENDAR

Whether you’re leading a team, a company,
or a project, real leadership is about who
you are and the impression you make on those
you hope to lead.
Discover how to embody leadership so that
you can influence how you’re perceived—and
how others respond to you. When you know
how to command a room and how to connect
with people, you can have a real impact on
colleagues, customers and business results.
Biography
When it comes to communication, Catherine
Johns wrote the book. And did the radio
show. And gave the talk. Catherine’s audience
benefits from her years of experience on the
stage and in the studio. What do you say
about yourself, your work, and your team?
How are you perceived while you say it? She
offers a practical path to making a stronger
impression as a real leader when you speak
in a meeting, on a conference call, even in
casual conversation. A catalyst for compelling
communication, Catherine can show you how

SOPALTERIC CS

AT THE
FOREFRONT OF
BIO-BASED AND
SUSTAINABLE
SURFACTANTS

Make the change to 100%
renewable carbon.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
WWW.SOUTHERN-CHEMICAL.COM/GREEN

Lipex SheaLight™
Eco-designed emollient ester
for skin care, sun care, hair care
and color cosmetics

Sustainable Beauty Award winner
For more details, contact: aakpc.us@aak.com

•
•
•
•

multi-functional
fast-spreading
ultra-light
highly polar

aakpersonalcare.com
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SCC MIDWEST CHAPTER

Mingle in the Midwest Recap
March 10th Meeting
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SPECIALTY
SILICONES

We give all our customers
star treatment…no matter
their size.

Choose Elé and
get the attention
you deserve.

• We manufacture on site
• Low minimum orders
• Expedited samples
• Deep technical resources
• Green alternatives
Talk to an expert today at
sales@elecorporation.com

elecorporation.com
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Launched in 2015 by the Society of Cosmetic Chemists, the NextGen Initiative was created to
help young professionals and students further their education to attain successful and rewarding
careers. Bridging the gap between young professionals and established professionals is at the heart
of this critical initiative. Brought about by a need to align education and training with workforce
needs, our mission is to attract, educate and provide for the advancement of our members.

AMID THE COVD-19...
a little TRIVIA

• Visit PBS and PBS Teaching
Materials for ideas on
educating children during
their time away from school

1. For generations, handwashing with soap and water
has been considered a measure of personal hygiene.

• Want an educational scavenger

When was the concept of cleansing hands with an antiseptic agent
understood?
a) Late 1600’s
b) Early 1800’s
c) Early 1900’s

hunt you can do in your
own backyard? Here is
a biodiversity bingo card!
Kids can look around their
backyard or local green

2. What year were formal guidelines of Handwashing practices in
Hospitals published by the CDC?

space and try to find enough
biodiversity for bingo.

a) 1840
b) 1966
c) 1975

• Visit your favorite animals via live

3. The primary function of the skin is to reduce water loss, provide
protection against abrasive action and microorganisms, and act as a
permeability barrier to the environment.

• Want to visit one of twelve famous

cam at some local zoosJust
because

List the basic structure of skin from outer- to inner-most layer
Listed alphabetically: Dermis, Epidermis, Hypodermis & Stratum
Corneum

museums? Well this website
has virtual tours of all of them
• Find your new favorite at-home
routine on Youtube.
• A lot of local fitness studios

4. In the United States, antiseptic handwash products intended for use
by Health Care Workers (HCW) are regulated by FDA’s Division of
Over-the-Counter Drug Products (OTC). TRUE or FALSE
5. The efficacy of alcohol-based hand-hygiene products is affected by
several factors including the type of alcohol used, concentration
of alcohol, contact time, volume of alcohol used, and whether the
hands are wet when the alcohol is applied. TRUE or FALSE
Answers page 13
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have instructors doing their
classes online — YouTube
or FB… It’s also a great time
to try out the class from the
comforts of your home.Get
outside and take a walk, go
for a jog, or ride a bike.

Oct 29th - DONALD E.
STEPHENS CENTER
****NEW DATE****
Kelly Dobos, Cosmetic Chemist, Former SCC President
An Introduction to the Use of Colorants in Cosmetics and Personal Care Products
Abstract
The selection and use of colorants in cosmetics and personal care products is part art and part
science, with the added complexity of global regulatory constraints. This talk will introduce the
concepts of color theory and measurement, along with an overview of the physical and chemical
aspects of pigments, dyes, and effect pigments.
Biography
Kelly A. Dobos is a cosmetic chemist with expertise in both skin care and color cosmetic formulation.
She graduated from Oberlin College with a Bachelor’s degree in chemistry and obtained a Master of
Science in pharmaceutical sciences with an emphasis in cosmetic science from the James L. Winkle
College of Pharmacy (WCOP) at the University of Cincinnati. She is a recent recipient of the GOLD
(Graduate of the Last Decade) Distinguished Alumni Award from the WCOP. Kelly also holds an MBA
from Cleveland State University.
Kelly has served the Society of Cosmetic Chemists in numerous roles at the local and national
level including Chapter Chair, Area II Director, National Treasurer, Executive Committee, Committee
of Scientific Affairs (COSA), and Committee on Chapter Affairs (COCA), Constitution & Bylaws
Committee, Nominations & Elections Committee, and the Editorial Review Committee for Journal of
the Society of Cosmetic Chemists. Kelly served as the Society’s President in 2019.
Jim Powell, Orchidia Fragrances
All About Essential Oils
Abstract
Essential oil claims are expected to increase in 2020 as brands respond to consumer demand
for naturally positioned products. In this session, Jim Powell, Senior Perfumer and Research &
Development Director at Orchidia Fragrances, provides a comprehensive introduction to essential oils
through the lens of three popular fragrance materials: orange oil, lavender oil, and rose oil. Key factors
influencing the cost of essential oils, including harvesting methods and distillation yields, will be
discussed. This session will also explore how the chemical composition of each essential oil impacts
quality assurance and analysis.
Biography
Jim Powell was promoted to Senior Perfumer and Research & Development Director at Orchidia
Fragrances in 2008. Born and raised in Chicago, Mr. Powell received his Bachelor of Science in
Chemistry from Bradley University. He began his career at Orchidia Fragrances as a part-time
college intern and subsequently served in a variety of roles in the fragrance lab. Mr. Powell began his
perfumery training under Patrick O’Dea and continued under John Lajkiewicz.
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Alexandra Mozina, Active Concepts, LLC
Cosmetic Recalls and the “Good Housekeeping” of Manufacturing Plants
Abstract
Social media today highlights consumer’s concerns on threats the
Cosmetic Industry poses to society. The Food and Drug Administration publishes cosmetic recalls
on their website in real time, drawing consumer attention and raising concerns on the microbial
contaminations accounted for. Recalls due to microbial contamination are worth being concerned
about, as consumers put their trust into product brands to provide safe and quality products.
However, many professionals in the Cosmetic Industry are calling out the movement towards nontraditional “preservatives” as the reason for recent microbial contamination recalls. This is not the
case. After examination and quantification of cosmetic recalls in the United States from January
2017-June 2019, over 94% of recalls are due to microbial contaminations, most likely from poor plant
hygiene, rather than ineffective preservative systems.
Biography
Alexandra N. Mozina is in technical marketing with Active Concepts, LLC and Active Micro
Technologies where she is a key technical liaison between cosmetic research development and
sales. Alexandra has a Bachelor of Science in Cell/Molecular Biology with a minor in Chemistry from
Appalachian State University. After gaining 5 years of research experience and a publication with her
work in Microbiology and infectious organisms, Alexandra transitioned into cosmetics in 2019. She
now focuses on articulating research studies into marketing materials to further product and brand
development within the cosmetic industry and was recently published in the November/December
issue of EuroCosmetics magazine.
Leor Fay Tal, Gattefosse USA
Demystifying W/O Emulsions
Abstract
Water-in-oil emulsions have many benefits to offer both formulators and end consumers. Still, many
chemists are hesitant to approach this product type due to outdated perceptions of poor sensory
properties and lack of knowledge about how to formulate with W/O emulsifiers.
This educational session will tackle both problems, looking first at the benefits that water-in-oil
emulsions bring to the skin and their place amongst current consumer trends, and then offering
practical tips and tricks for chemists looking to dive into the world of W/O emulsions.
Biography
Leor Fay Tal graduated from Rutgers University earning her Bachelor's in biological sciences.
Leor Fay has been in the personal care industry for four years, serving in R&D, regulatory, and
in marketing. She joined the Personal Care division of Gattefossé USA in October 2018 as the
Technical Marketing Leader. She delivers information on trends and consumers, provides technical
marketing support to the company’s sales teams and agents across North America, Canada, and
Mexico, and works to promote knowledge and understanding of the company’s ingredients. Prior to
Gattefossé, Leor Fay had worked in the R&D Powder Laboratory for one year, followed by two years
as the Raw Material Regulatory Affairs Specialist at MANA Products.
Leor Fay has been an active member of the NYSCC since 2016. She organized the April 2018 event
Cosmetics in the Middle East, A Regulatory Perspective, she will be chairing the June 2020 Sensory
Event, and proudly serves as Secretary of the 2020 NYSCC Executive Board.
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SEPTEMBER 30 - OCTOBER 1, 2020
JACOB K. JAVITS CONVENTION CENTER
NEW YORK CITY

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!
WWW.NYSCC.ORG/SUPPLIERS-DAY

THE ONLY SHOW SERVING YOUR NEEDS IN THE BEAUTY CAPITAL OF THE WORLD — NYC
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How to Stay Sane and Productive Working from
Home --- by Marcie Papadakis, Nouryon
When I left the bench and went into sales, I was worried that I would be distracted by household
chores like cleaning and laundry. Then I remembered: I hate housework!
Over time I have developed some strategies to help me be sane and productive. Some of these are
things you likely do in your normal work life anyway.
-At the end of the day, or certainly each AM, make a list of the things you need to and want to
accomplish. Prioritize: A (must do), B (should do), & C (would be nice to/ fun). No more than 3 A’s.
Seriously.
-Get dressed. Doesn’t have to be fancy but pajamas never worked for me. I never felt the work day
got started.
-Do the thing you dread the most first. Get it out of the way!
-Set small goals and rewards for staying on task. Some examples:
When I accomplish the thing I hate the most, I will allow myself 5 minutes of exercise.
-I have a hoola hoop, hand weights, other stuff. Or go for walk.
-Call your mom/dad/sibling or a friend for 5 minutes. I set a timer for my mom LOL.
-Put in that load of laundry if it’s making you crazy. Laundry as a reward might sound odd,
but if that’s you, work with it!
-Alternate an hour sitting with an hour of standing.
-Remember the 20/20/20 rule. When you are on your computer, every 20 minutes look 20 feet away
for 20 seconds. I am horrible at this!
-Do take your lunchtime and avoid eating at your workspace. Also horrible at this.
-Get a buddy. Help keep each other accountable for getting the top three things done each day.
-Decide where you are going to work and shut it down at the end of the work day, preferably where
you can’t see it. Blurring the line between work and home can lead to stress and a feeling that you
just can’t get away. If you are working, work. If you are not, don’t.
-Set Office Day rules with kids. This is going to be tough with kids home from school, but here’s how
I did it when they were old enough to be on autopilot and not go to after school care:
-I am at work. I am not available to you unless a) the house is on fire b) someone has broken
a bone or c) someone is bleeding
-If you need to speak to me, there is no shouting through the house. You must come and see
my face. If I am on the phone, you must wait until I am not. No notes or pantomime allowed.
-The volume of the TV, radio and conversations must be such that anyone who may be on the
other end of the phone can’t hear you.
Enjoy the extra hours you get back from not sitting in traffic!
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continued from page 1 TRIVIA ANSWERS:
1. Answer: Using an antiseptic agent Emerged in the early 19th

century.

As early as 1822, a French pharmacist demonstrated that solutions containing
chlorides of lime or soda could eradicate the foul odors associated with human
corpses and that such solutions could be used as disinfectants and antiseptics
(2). In a paper published in 1825, this pharmacist stated that physicians and
other persons attending patients with contagious diseases would benefit from
moistening their hands with a liquid chloride solution (2).
2. Answer: In 1975 and 1985, formal written guidelines on handwashing
practices in hospitals were published by CDC (5,6). These guidelines
recommended handwashing with non-antimicrobial soap between the majority
of patient contacts and washing with antimicrobial soap before and after
performing invasive procedures or caring for patients at high risk. Use of
waterless antiseptic agents (e.g., alcohol-based solutions) was recommended
only in situations where sinks were not available
3. Answer:
1. stratum corneum or horny layer (10- to 20-µm thick);
2. epidermis (50- to 100-µm thick);
3. the dermis (1- to 2-mm thick),
4. the hypodermis (1- to 2-mm thick)
5.
4. Answer: TRUE
5. Answer: TRUE

Contact reservations@midwestscc.org if you have any questions,
comments or concerns about registration.https://www.midwestscc.
org/next-chapter-meeting/

NEW

100% BIO-BASED
ECO RANGE
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Tuesday, April 15, 2020
Educational Dinner Meeting ONLINE

Midwest SCC Chapter

2020 Event Calendar

SCCoop NEWSLETTER

Thursday, Oct 29, 2020
TeamWorks - Donald A. Stephens,
Rosemont, IL

All events are “space available”.
Society of Cosmetic Chemists, Midwest Chapter, Inc.
Chair: Perry Romanowski www.midwestscc.org (312) 848-0738

Newsletter Deadlines & Feature Article

Please submit all SCCoop information to the SCCoop newsletter editor before the deadlines listed below for each
issue. Articles can be emailed to the editor at newsletter@midwestscc.org. Please submit your articles as a Word
doc, docx, txt, or rft file. Any photos or artwork should be jpg, tif, png, Photo Shop, or InDesign files with a minimum
of 1 MB or 150 dpi to meet digital printing requirements.
Since we like the SCCoop to be as timely as possible, we need the lead time indicated. You can help by early
planning and submission of your information or articles. Authors of selected articles that are published in SCCoop
will receive a $50 reimbursement and be eligible to win the “Midwest Chapter SCCoop Feature Article Award” for
the best article published during the calendar year.
The Midwest Chapter SCCoop Feature Article Award began in 2011 to recognize the author of a Feature Article
which was published in the SCCoop for the calendar year. Past recipients: Matt Zoeller (2011), Perry Romanowski
(2012), Laura M. Szymczak (2013), and Rebecca Weitting (2017), Crystal Clare Rampaul (2018).

2020 SCCoop Issue Deadlines						April issue: April 15

Poster Sponsorships during Social Hour at Monthly Dinner Meetings
For $100, your company can sponsor social hour and present a poster during that time. Posters can be commercial
in nature and the typical size is 24” x 36”. The poster abstract will be also published in the SCCoop newsletter and
on the website. Contact chair-elect@midwestscc.org to reserve a sponsorship for one of our upcoming meetings.
You will need to have your company logo, poster title and a brief description (one paragraph) of the poster along with
payment submitted one month prior to the meeting.

Call for Volunteers!
Midwest SCC works
because we WORK
together.

Volunteer Opportunities
Photographer Coordinator
– Judges for Scientific Papers
– Authors for Technical/Feature Articles for our SCCoop
Newsletter
($50 for any article published!)

Interested in getting involved? There are several levels
to be involved. See what works for you.

Ad Hoc/Volunteer as Needed –
we’ll contact you when help is needed
Please contact Perry Romanowski (chair@midwestscc.org) or
Crystal Rampaul (chair-elect@midwestscc.org) with your potential
interest or questions about volunteering.
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SILAB creates and manufactures
unique, consistently safe, natural
active ingredients with proven efficacy.

You need more information about our products?
Please contact our subsidiary SILAB Inc.:
phone: 732-335-1030
email: silabinc@silabinc.com

The SCC
National
Office

WALL STREET, SUITE 1620,
NEW YORK, NY 10005
Web: www.scconline.org |
Email: scc@scconline.org
Phone: (212) 668-1500
Accounting/Finance:
kbeaupierre@scconline.org
212-668-1502
Administration/Executive:
eogrady@scconline.org
212-668-1501

Annual Meeting/Marketing:
larcher@scconline.org
646-545-3520
Education/CEP:
sneely@scconline.org
646-545-3515
Membership/Chapters:
cdaddino@scconline.org
646-545-3516
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NEXT
MWSCC Chapter Educational
Dinner Meeting - ONLINE
April 15, 2020
Teamworks, Oct 29, 2020
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Midwest SCC Chapter, Inc.
4740 N. Cumberland Ave. #364
Chicago, IL 60656

